
 

 
 

Fivelements Retreat welcomes a series of indulgent new suites 
The luxury wellness space expands its current offering with a new poolside collection. 

 

 
 
One of Bali’s most reputable getaways has announced expansion, welcoming a series of indulgent new suites to its 
Ubud residence. Despite a tumultuous 2020, Fivelements Retreat https://fivelements.org remains devoted to 
remaining open for business for the benefit of the domestic market and the surrounding community, expanding its 
existing offerings for the comfort of the retreat’s fanbase. 
 
11 new pool suites have joined the Fivelements family in the Balinese jungle, sumptuous poolside additions that 
mark the latest architectural changes since 2010, and bring the total number of suites to 20. The 11 new suites are 
spread across four different categories, and include one Water Garden Pool Suite, eight Hillside Pool Suites, one 
River View Pool Suite, and one Signature Pool Suite. Inspired by traditional Balinese structures, but intertwined 
with modern creature comforts, the rooms sit amongst luscious gardens to fully immerse guests in the natural 
wonders around them. 
 
These latest offerings are also the first involvement from new owners Evolution Wellness, and cement Fivelements 
Retreat’s reputation as one of Bali’s most sumptuous lifestyle brands. An innovator in the wellness space, a type of 
travel focused on improving wellbeing in mind, body, and spirit, Fivelements is in fact the first Bali-based retreat to 
be welcomed into the US-based Wellness Tourism Association. As President Anne Dimon explains; “We are 
honoured to welcome Fivelements Retreat as our first member from Bali.  
 
“The WTA is committed to supporting the development of the wellness tourism industry not only for the good of 
individual travellers but for the health of the planet, and Fivelements Retreat is in perfect alignment with our mission 
and values,” she continues. “As the world begins to recover from the devastation caused by the global pandemic, we 
will all be more concerned about our personal health and wellness, and it will become even more important for 
travellers to have facilities such as Fivelements to retreat to as health continues to be a top priority."   
 



Fivelements Retreat continues to operate as usual for the domestic market of Indonesia. Stringent health and safety 
measures continue to be upheld for guests and staff alike to reduce the spread of Covid-19. These include daily 
temperature checks, regular disinfection of the property, use of liquid disinfectant for daily cleaning activities, and 
implementation of social distancing. 
 
As Fivelements Retreat Bali General Manager John T G Nielsen explains; “With 90% of our staff living in the 
surrounding villages, we felt that staying open is one of the ways we can continue to support our staff and the local 
community. We’ve also curated a range of exclusive, tailor-made packages designed for individuals seeking a 
wellness retreat during this time, or those who may be required to self-isolate.”  
 
High-resolution images can be downloaded here:  
www.fivelements.photoshelter.com/archive  
Password: sakti001 
 
ABOUT FIVELEMENTS 
Fivelements was conceived as an integrated wellness lifestyle company whose authentic destinations offer an 
opportunity for inspiration, awareness, and progress in the 21st century. Its focus is on designing high impact 
wellness strategies aimed at supporting individuals, couples and organisations through enduring life transitions and 
transformation and bringing about greater health and wellbeing. Fivelements Retreat Bali opened in late 2010 as the 
first of a new genre of wellness destinations bridging the wisdom of traditional healing cultures with innovative 
wellness concepts, while Fivelements Habitats, launched in Hong Kong mid-July 2019, is the company's first roll-
out of their urban wellness sanctuary model focused on bringing yoga, sacred arts and plant-based cuisine to key 
cities. For more information, please visit www.fivelements.com. 
 
ABOUT EVOLUTION WELLNESS 
Evolution Wellness was established in 2017 by Navis Capital Partners and Oaktree Capital Management by bringing 
together two leading fitness brands in Southeast Asia – Celebrity Fitness and Fitness First – to form one of the 
largest, wholly-owned fitness club networks in the fast-growing Asian region. As our name suggests, we’re on a 
journey from ‘fitness to wellness’; today, Evolution Wellness operates a diversified portfolio of brands – five highly 
complementary fitness brands and one wellness brand – each bearing its own identity and appeal. With a presence in 
six Southeast Asian countries, more than 170 properties and over 375,000 members, our vision is to build a 
comprehensive wellness ecosystem, and supporting our members and customers to become the best version of 
themselves. We’re committed to growing our business through continuous innovation, expansion, and 
diversification, with robust strategic governance. For more information about Evolution Wellness and our portfolio 
brands, please visit www.evolutionwellness.com 
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